
Annual Report to Westbury Parish Council from Beachborough School

This has been another busy year at Beachborough. The school welcomed its 8th Headmaster to lead

the school this year and Mr Pritchard and his family have settled in well. Mr Pritchard sends his

apologies that he is not able to deliver this report in person today, but a family holiday, booked last

year, has unfortunately clashed with today's meeting date.

Christian as the new Head and Charlotte as the Bursar wish to continue to build positive connections
with the village and to ensure there is a strengthening relationship between the school and the local

community. Christian and Charlotte have already met positively with Cathy and James from the council

and, as a group, will be meeting again very soon. This healthy dialogue with the Parish Council, through

the Parish Clerk is really useful and very welcome as these meetings help us to resolve and address

many of the mutual issues and concerns that arise.

The main driveway into the school has been refurbished and this has led to the availability of extra car

parking in the school's main car park. The aim of this is to reduce the amount of traffic using the
overflow carpark (entrance in Mill Lane) and this is something the school continues to work on.

The school is keen to reach out and support the local community and a number of events have already

taken place to support this. The school choir invited local Westbury residents to a Christmas Carol

service at the village hall and residents were also able to enjoy festive refreshments, cake and mince

pies afterwards. The school also invited over 50 children from the local Primary schools to join them

for an 'inspiration for innovation' event where local children were able to use the school's new

technology, engineering and design facilities to learn together.

We are also keen to extend the use of the school's facilities to the village youth club group and would

like to arrange a technology, forest event and sports opportunity for the children that live in the village

and use the youth club, but don't attend the school, to partake in.

It has also been a pleasure and delight to attend a range of village events which so far this year

highlighted in the cake judging at the 'Westival', Westbury village fair and, humbly, for the school to
be invited to the Remembrance service in the village, to read the rollcallof the lost and fallen from
the community.

Westbury church plays a key role in the life of the village and the school and the children that attend
Beachborough enjoy their services in the church on a three-weekly basis. Christian has researched the
church dnd provided the children with an overview of the history of this remarkable building at our
first service together, this year.

We continue to strive to be good neighbours and we want to do our bit to help. The school is aware

of the concerns regarding traffic, in particular in Mill Lane, where parents are exiting the school and

we are looking at longer term solutions to help with this further. We also know that the application
for two additional public footpaths through the school grounds have been approved and we are not
seeking to challenge these. Once the routes have been approved, the school will demarcate the paths

for all users to follow, so that the community can enjoy the footpaths and we can keep the children

safe in the school grounds at the same time. This will be a mutual benefit to the school and the village.



The school does sadly continue to experience significant problems with trespass and dog mess / bags

within the grounds of the schoolwhich as wellas being unpleasant, also poses a significant health risk

when Ieft on the playing fields. We are aware that dog mess in general is a problem in the village.

Local residents don't like to be challenged, even when we explain that their dog is using a children's
playground as a toilet. The school is appreciative of the council's proactive stance on this and the
clarity regarding the new footpaths and routes will also help, once these have been established.

A positive way forward with this and a num ber of perceived school/ village concerns is the preparation

of a supportive joint letter that will come from the council and school collectively for the village

community. This will hopefully demonstrate that we are here to help and support where we can.

We are very proud to have been part of this wonderful parish for over 75 years and wish the Parish

Council another successful year.

Best wishes,

Christian Pritchard.

Headmaster
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